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As connoisseur watch collectors pursue the exclusive and the rare, limited series have become
ubiquitous. But at Jean Dunand Pièces Uniques, each timepiece is painstakingly handcrafted
to be the ultimate limited edition — a limited edition of one.

W

hen watch entrepreneur Thierry Oulevay
joined forces with complicated watchmaking master Christophe Claret to
establish Jean Dunand in 2003, they envisioned
a brand that would elevate the art of
watchmaking with genuine art —
from ingenious movements to refined decorations. Like snowflakes, no two watches would
be exactly alike, guaranteeing their clients unprecedented exclusivity.
“When I met Christophe Claret, I found
myself in perfect harmony with his vision
of watchmaking,” explains Oulevay. “We
quickly agreed to open a
new market at the top of
the watch pyramid and to
launch exceptional watches
only. Each model would be
a patented world premiere;
each watch execution would
be unique.”
The two men not only shared
a passion for this rarefied approach
to the craft, they discovered a mutual affinity for Swiss artist Jean
Dunand (1877-1942), for whom they
named their venture. Dunand was
an Art Deco star who collaborated
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with furniture designer JacquesEmile Ruhlmann and the couturiers
Madeleine Vionnet and Paul Poiret.
He worked on the winged horses on
the bridge of Alexandre III in Paris
and later devoted his energies to
lacquer work, which he learned
from Japanese artist Seizo Sugawara. Appropriately, lacquer,
engraving, and lapidary arts are
lavishly expressed on the dials
of the watches that now carry
Dunand’s name.

Revolutionary
Thinking
From the technical side, Claret
masterminded the brand’s
signature patented Tourbillon
Orbital movement, which required
three years to achieve, and two more to
perfect. The innovative one-minute flying
tourbillon orbits the dial once every hour on
a revolving movement named IO200 for Jupiter’s moon. The perpetual motion is as mesmerizing as the elegant design that positions
the barrel and flying tourbillon on ball bearings
between two plates joined by golden pillars.
Each unique Jean Dunand Tourbillon Orbital is distinguished by an expansive dial that can be engraved,
lacquered, or even fabricated from gems and minerals,
such as the Dalmatian jasper shown here.

The mechanical challenge of winding and setting a rotating movement with a mainspring barrel in constant motion posed a daunting
technical hurdle. Claret’s solution was a groundbreaking system that
replaces a conventional crown with a folding key set into the caseback that allows you to wind and set the movement vertically
through its central axis. The watch’s power reserve indicator
is another industry first. Much like a fuel gauge on a car,
a needle moves from F (full) to E (empty) on a display
visible through a window at 3 o’clock.

“Claret and I decided to go for the
extreme, and build Jean Dunand
as the most exclusive watch name
in the world,” says Oulevay.
Firing on All Cylinders
An alternative to the core Tourbillon Orbital collection, Shabaka is the result of nearly four years of development. The piece combines a cathedral gong minute
repeater with a perpetual calendar that displays the day,
date, and month on rolling cylinders that simultaneously

jump at midnight. Never before has a wristwatch displayed
information on rotating cylinders. “Not only do they represent an arduous technical challenge,” says Oulevay, “they
provide superior legibility and are simply magical to
watch.” Even the moon phases are poetically expressed
with black disks that skim over the moon placing it in
degrees of shadow from the left as it wanes and similarly revealing it from the right as it waxes.
“Claret and I decided to go for the extreme, and
build Jean Dunand as the most exclusive watch name
in the world,” says Oulevay, explaining Jean Dunand’s
raison d’être in a recent videotaped interview. “We build
complex haute-horlogerie timepieces that blend avant-garde
technology and innovative mechanisms together with rare
craftsmanship and artistry.” ¨

Named after a 25th-dynasty Egyptian pharaoh, the Shabaka breaks
new horological ground by displaying day, date, and month on rolling
cylinders that simultaneously jump.
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